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KILN PERFORMANCE
Ighnatios Maatouk
and Fayez Boughosn,
ES Processing, outline how
Advanced Process Control
and AI solutions could help
optimise cement plant
performance, improve
kiln operation and clinker
quality, and reduce plant
energy consumption.
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020 saw a real revolution begin to reshape the
cement industry, with the Climate Engagement Plan
for 2030 and the full autopiloting of process control,
despite the industry being subject to volatile markets
and increasing energy costs. The industry is currently
thinking outside of the box to create solutions, both to
digitalise the manufacturing process of cement and lower
its energy consumption in order to limit CO2 emissions
and reduce operational costs, while also prioritising the
customer experience.
The COVID-19 pandemic has pushed the boundaries
even further, requiring the cement industry to seek
technologies that enable them to operate complex
production processes remotely or in full autopilot mode.

ES Processing has worked with AI and
Advanced Process Control as a new discipline in
cement manufacturing since 2014, when its first
CMO solution was introduced to enhance cement
quality, optimise grinding performance and reduce
the specific energy consumption of a ball mill grinding
plant.

APC and AI in the cement industry

Since the 1960s, AI has been the focus of research
and innovative studies in social communities and in
many industrial fields. The cement manufacturing
industry, a traditional, heavy industry, has been
dependent on human experience, combined with
classical automation solutions, until the past few years.
Many concerns and questions initially arose
concerning cement plant optimisation, including both
thermal and grinding processes: Workers questioned
whether operators’ actions would be aggressive
or conservative, and whether optimisation was a
right step or a wrong one. They also asked whether
product quality would be coherent with operators’
actions and in the acceptable range. Finally, concerns
were shared over whether, through monitoring
product quality online, the operators would be fast
enough to minimise product variation and ensure
stability in operation.
ES Processing’s target has always been to
progress Advanced Process Control for cement
manufacturing. In 2014, the ‘Cement Mill Optimiser’
(CMO) was ES Processing’s first advanced solution
developed to optimise the operations of cement mills,
specifically ball mills.
Currently, the company’s solutions include CMO,
VMO for vertical mill optimisation, and KPO for kiln

process optimisation, to cover the different processes
involved in cement manufacturing.
CMO, VMO (Vertical Mill Optimiser) and KPO (Kiln
Process Optimiser) involve a complex combination of
AI, machine learning and advanced process control,
able to predict material quality every 30 seconds
(instead of plant personnel performing manual
sampling each hour) and then perform the right action
on the process manipulated variables (kiln or mill)
every 30 seconds. The predictions are adapted to the
new process conditions such as quality of throughput
material, feed rates, rejects, pressure, etc. All this is
achieved without the need for human intervention.

Kiln process optimisation

The clinkerisation process is a highly nonlinear and
unstable process with the highest impact on product
uniformity and the cement plant’s operational costs.
The main idea behind ES Processing’s KPO is to
enhance the production of uniform clinker, to come
as close as possible to the targeted quality. KPO
optimises the clinker free lime and C3S with reduced
variations, while boosting kiln performance and
stabilising operations.
The KPO module acts as an autopilot for the
rotary kiln. This advanced process module enhances
the quality of clinker to ultimately increase overall
production and reduce both the specific electrical and
thermal energy consumption.
KPO will continuously determine optimum setpoints
for kiln operations, mainly the kiln feed, kiln fuels, kiln
fan(s), kiln speed and cooler operation in order to
establish a seamless operation while ensuring steady
clinker quality and optimum performance.

Clinker C3S variation with Dead Time every 30 seconds versus one hour.
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The strategy

As previously
mentioned, kiln process
instability is due, mainly,
to the dead time
caused by the lack
of continuous clinker
quality measurement
rates. These feedback
measurements are
essential for operators
in order to adjust
the optimal setpoint
combination between
the kiln’s main four
controllers (feed, fans,
KPO MPC chess strategy.
fuels and speed) and
the cooler’s main controllers (grate speed, cooling fans
and waste air fans).
With KPO, the main strategy is to reduce the dead
time by providing inferred quality measurements at a
higher frequency, which can be used as a decision
support system to help implement correct adjustments
to selected manipulated variables. This will make
kiln operations faster, more precise and more stable.
KPO can be also be integrated into an automatic
feedback control configuration that will further improve
and stabilise the operation of kiln and cooler process
control.
To achieve this, a mathematical model of the process
will be used to carry out non-linear steady state
optimisation to determine optimum setpoints for the
kiln and cooler primary and secondary parameters.
The optimiser will perform once a new KPO inferred
measurement is determined (i.e. used as a feedback
measurement). As a result, the adjustments of the
manipulated variables can be made at a rate of minutes
instead of hours, enabling robust and stable operation.

Clinker quality prediction

To predict clinker quality, several key process variables
and kiln feed quality should be monitored, and the
degrees of correlation between the process inputs
and the controlled outputs (i.e. clinker alite and free
lime) should be identified. Inputs such as kiln feed
rate, fuel type, fuel rate, ID fan speed or ID fan damper
position, cyclone and calciner temperatures, kiln hood
temperature and pressure, cooler waste air fan speed,
grate speed, tertiary air temperature and damper
position, etc., are main factors that could affect the
clinker quality (outputs).
ES Processing’s ‘soft sensor’ is used to infer clinker
quality from a defined set of inputs that show a strong
correlation with the outputs. At the heart of the system
is a numerical data-based algorithm adopted from the
areas of machine learning and artificial intelligence
computing.
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Eventually, the soft sensor will act as a real-time
clinker quality measurement device, providing
continuous feedback to control systems in the absence
of laboratory data. The sytem predictions can be
further tuned once laboratory measurements become
available. The soft sensor can be also integrated into
the model based optimisation structure to provide
feedback measurements when optimising the kiln and
cooler manipulated variables.

MPC: the chess gaming concept

Under normal operation, each hour or two, the CCR
operator checks the clinker analysis results, and based
on other process indicators, they select a combination
of actions on kiln and/or cooler controllers (kiln feed,
kiln fans, kiln fuels, kiln speed, cooler speed, cooler
fans).
The three main indicators (back-end temperature,
kiln inlet O2 level, NOx level and kiln torque) will fall into
three possibilities (low, at level, or high) resulting in a
33-decision tree.
Technically, a skilled operator will have to decide from
the 27-decision tree and make calculated adjustments
by mimicking the concept of chess gaming. The
current process indicators and past conditions (clinker
quality results) of the plant are used to predict future
plant behaviour and calculate a combination of control
moves.
To translate this into a computational tool, a model
based optimisation approach will be adopted. An
advanced numerical algorithm will apply a similar online
kiln operator control approach to keep the clinker
quality at setpoint at all times.

The KPO system

ES Processing’s latest breakthrough solution is made
up of a complex combination of:
ff Soft sensors: Sophisticated but stable models
formed by combining multiple data-based
algorithms adopted from machine learning and
based on linear and non-linear identification

ff Reduction of specific
electrical energy consumption.
ff Reduction of CO2
emissions by lower energy
consumption and higher
throughput.
ff Reduction of refractory
wear, mechanical wear and kiln
stress loads by seamless kiln
control.
ff Assures flexibility to the
process engineers and operation
team.

KPO diagram.
techniques, pls, and genetic algorithms etc. These
determine the best correlation between different
process parameters and clinker quality results and
thus are able to predict very accurately the C3S
and free lime every 30 seconds.
� MPC: A highly complex multivariable model based
on transfer functions built according to impulse
tests results performed for each mill, able to handle
complex plant dynamics, including long dead times
and non-minimum phase behaviour, constraint
handling, hierarchical and weighted optimisation,
and predictive control, thus able to adjust the
kiln and cooler manipulated variables every
30 seconds.
Using this approach, the kiln operation will be
consistently pushed towards operational targets, thanks
to the continuous prediction of C3S and free lime
combined with the optimal adjustments of operating
conditions. This may be likened to having the best and
most highly skilled operators continuously all monitoring
parameters, including quality parameters from the
manually taken samples and analysed ones every 30
seconds, and working simultaneously together to adjust
the process parameters every 30 seconds to optimise
the kiln process.
Delivered performance
The KPO system offers performance benefits such as:
ff Autopiloting the kiln process seamlessly.
ff Smoother bullets.
ff Kiln stability in a continuous operation.
ff MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures)
improvement.
ff Increase of clinker production rate.
ff Improvement of clinker quality by maintaining
quality targets.
ff Improvement of clinker uniformity by reducing
variations.
ff Reduction of safety hazards by controlled and
predictive operation.
ff Reduction of Specific Thermal Energy
Consumption by kiln optimisation and stability.

Customer benefits
ff Customer satisfaction with
higher clinker uniformity and
improved quality.
ff Lower CO2 emissions and environmental impact
with lower specific energy consumption.
ff Lower OPEX with lower energy and maintenance
costs.
ff Faster payback thanks to low CAPEX, without
system modifications.

Talking partnership

The objective of ES Processing is to help improve
both the environment and the community of cement
producers. Therefore, the company will adapt its
solution to suit all clients committed to make an
environmental, technical and financial difference.
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